














 

“ANNEXURE-1” 

BASIS OF ACCEPTANCE 

 

A. PHYSICAL BALLOT FORM 

 

1. Postal Ballot Form is complete in all respects. 

 

2. Assent or dissent has been given by any other mark for a special resolution, the voting 

has been considered. 

 

3. Joint members has/ have signed the Postal Ballot Form instead of first named member, 

the vote cast by the joint named members has/have been considered. 

 

4. Members have assented or dissented without mentioning the number of shares, the 

entire shareholding has been considered. 

 

5. Members have voted for less number of shares than their actual shareholding, the 

number of shares/votes cast has been considered. 

 

6. Members have voted for more than their actual shareholding, the actual shareholding 

has been considered. 

 

 

B. VOTING THROUGH ELECTRONIC MODE:  

 

7. Members have voted only through e-Voting i.e. Electronic Mode. 
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‘Annexure-II’ 

Basis of Rejection 

 

 

 

A.  PHYSICAL BALLOT FORMS: 

 

1. Member has not put any tick mark on either assent or dissent. 

 

2. Ballot paper is not signed. 

 

3. Specimen signature of the member with the Registrar and Share Transfer Agent differs with 

that of the signature in the postal Ballot form. 

 

4. Specimen signature of the member is not available at the time of the scrutiny of the postal 

Ballot form with the Registrar and Share Transfer Agent and consequently there is no way to 

verify the signature. 

 

5. Member has put tick mark in both the column of assent and dissent without indicating 

number of shares. 

 

6. Member has sent a photocopy of postal Ballot form. 

 

7. In case where a postal ballot form has been signed by the Authorised Signatory/Power 

holder and the certified true copy of the Board Resolution / Power of Attorney/ Authority 

Holder together with the attested Specimen signature of the duly  Authorised Signatory with 

postal Ballot form. 

 

8. Member has signed postal Ballot form in pencil. 

 

9.  Signature not visible. 

 

10. Member has signed in the column for the purpose of Assent/Dissent. 

 

11. Member has sent Scanned copy of postal ballot form via E -mail. 

 

12. Postal Ballot form is received torn or defaced or mutilated to an extent that it is difficult for 

the scrutinizer to identify either the member or the number of Votes. 

 

13. Board Resolution / Power of Attorney/ Authority Letter etc. Does not grant power in favour 

of the person who has exercised voting right. 

  



 

B. VOTING THROUGH ELECTRONIC MODE: 

 

14. Member has voted by Physical Ballot form and e- voting both, then voting done through e- 

voting has been considered and Physical Ballot form has been treated as invalid. 

 

15. Board Resolution / Power of Attorney/ Authority Letter etc. Does not grant power in favour 

of the person who has exercised voting right. 
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